
 June Affiliate Newsletter

Hi partner,

As spring turns to summer, now is the perfect time to make it the best summer
ever with Vistagaming Affiliates' scorching hot June specials! Explore all the
latest that's on offer in our casinos and bingos this month. Let's rock together.

 Casino News

Make this the BEST June ever with VegasCrest casino and CyberSpins' great
and refreshing range of new season specials. 

The summer fun begins with exciting slot action in our $1,700 Slot Adventure,
June Slot Spectacular, and Summertime Slot Mission events offering plenty
of cash prizes to the players. 

Then there's a whole lot of spectacular blackjack action waiting for all the card
game lovers. Running twice this June, our action-filled Blackjack
Tournaments offer top cash prizes of $1000 each. Live Casino Cashback
Special and Bonus Spins offers round up a bunch of exciting June specials.

Vegas Crest Casino

Get your players ready for a wild, breath-taking savannah adventure with 50
Free Signup Spins for Safari Sam 2 at Vegas Crest Casino. A trip of a
lifetime is guaranteed in this latest feature-packed Betsoft game that comes
with Safari Stacks and Free Spins feature.

Craving for more casino adventure? Then don't miss to slip in a word about
Vegas Crest Casino's majestic 1st deposit offer of 200% Bonus and 30 Free
Spins.

Vegas Crest Casino Brasil is celebrating the joy and glory of Brazilian football
with 10 No Deposit Free Spins on the World Cup game. Let your players
soak in the magic of the great game and score some amazing goals yourself!

Samba, carnivals, football, beaches, and bingo! Yes, Vegas Crest Casino
Brasil has tons to offer bingo lovers with superb bingo games, jackpots, and
big-money tourneys. So, push our latest bingo offers to your Brasilian traffic
and see your earnings bloom! 

CyberSpins Casino

HOT! Our CyberSpins June offer of course! New players signing up this
month can claim a smouldering 50 Free Spins on the Lava Gold game. This
new Betsoft title takes the players on a volcanic island adventure with the
dinosaurs. Volcano wilds, free spins and cluster wins rewards the players with
fiery wins.

Another ground-shaking CyberSpins treat to all new players is our glowing
Summer Bonanza of 5x 100% Bonus + 100 Free Spins. Give it a shot!

 Bingo News

Our bingo rooms are the best place to give your players a chilled-out,
rewarding time. Let's dip into our sweet bingo treats for June, shall we?

Presenting the Route 66 Bingo Tourney that celebrates the iconic ‘Main
Street of America'. Not only is this entertaining tournament running every week
this month, but it's also offering a swoon-worthy top cash prize of $2500. Next
up is the Summertime Bingo Event that has all the ingredients of a great
bingo special. It offers a boosted summer-special guaranteed game coupled
with a Top of the Hour $25,000 coverall.

The epic $13,000 Big Bingo Event is a favorite among bingo lovers. Three
top-of-the-hour guaranteed games and a $10,000 Guaranteed Game means
it's a no-brainer to push!

This, and many more stunning gems are on offer in our bingos this June. 

BingoFest exclusive Register Offer: 

Sweet tooth or not, players will love the sugary wins they land with BingoFest'
50 Free Spins sign-up offer on Licky Luck. Add to it the Free $20 Bingo
Bonus and it makes for a BIG juicy treat too hard to resist!

Ready to wow your players again? BingoFests' magnificent Summer Fest
Bonus is here where new players can claim 5x 500% First Deposit Bonus
with no gimmicks - play any and all games with the bonuses! USA Players
are welcome.

*Exclusive offers for BingoSpirit and CyberBingo are also available on
request.

Ready to grab a slice of the action? Join hands with the Vistagaming Affiliates
team and get your fantastic welcome offer, marketing material and exclusive
tracking links.

Send us an email and let us know if you will like to promote our monthly press
releases.
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